
WE ARE READY! 
 

ASSEMBLY OF MIGRANTS 
 

SUNDAY MAY 19th 
SAN GIULIANO MILANESE 

 
The crisis effects everyone, but hits us migrants two times because we have the problem of 
the Bossi-Fini law. Because of this law, to stay regularly in Italy we have to renew the 
permesso di soggiorno, which costs more and more every year. Because of this law, we 
have the problems of citizenship denied to our children, the frauds, the CIE, the paid 
contributions we will never have back. This law ties our stay in Italy to the permesso di 
soggiorno, to our labor contract and our income. This law expects to make us work and at 
the same time be quiet, it expects us to accept whatever job at whatever wage just to be able 
to renew our permesso di soggiorno. 
 
But we are not going to be silent! We have begun to organize ourselves and speak out, in 
our workplaces and outside them. At the end of March we participated in the logistics 
worker's strike and the day after filled the streets of Bologna in a large demonstration 
against the Bossi-Fini law. There were more than 3000 of us, but that is not enough: we 
want to me more and more every time, we want to unite and meet in every city, we want to 
continue and abolish the Bossi-Fini law once and for all! 
 
For this, we met in Bologna. There were many of us, from Milano, Ferrara, Ravenna and 
other cities. We decided to launch a new mobilization against the Bossi-Fini law and the 
next step is meeting in Milan to decide how to go forward, We want to involve more and 
more migrants, women and men, we want to be in all workplaces in all cities, we want to 
build an even bigger demonstration! 
 
 

We invite all migrants to participate in the assembly: 
 

SUNDAY MAY 19TH AT 3 PM 
 

Centro Sociale Eterotopia, Via Risorgimento 21 (vicino la piscina) 
San Giuliano Milanese 

 
Lets spread the word! Lets invite our colleagues, friends, neighbors and family members! 

Lets show that we are many! We are ready! 
 

Basta Bossi-Fini! 
We want our rights and our freedom! 

 
Information and contacts: Coordinamento Migranti, tel. 3275782056, coo.migra@gmail.com – 
Allal (Milano, TNT Piacenza), tel. 3293946967 allalelmazaz@hotmail.it  –  Papis (DHL Settala, 
Milano), tel. 3484793170 papendiaye@libero.it - Adilbelkhadim (TNT, Peschiera), tel. 
3209368981; Bass (Bologna), tel. 3297106386; Babacar (Associazione senegalese Bologna), tel. 
3802493214; Bouchaib (TNT Bologna), tel. 3208362355;  Cross Point (Brescia), tel. 3806446125; 
Ahmed Jimi (Brescia), tel. 3889777072. 

 
http://coordinamentomigranti.org/  


